
Step 1: Cut your pipe to the desired length using any appropriate pipe cutting tool. 
    Make sure the final cut is square and clean, free of burrs or any deformation.

Step 2: After ensuring you’ve made a clean, square cut push the pipe all the way 
        in to the fitting end, the total insertable length is 14mm.

Step 3: Place the forge tool over the Aluminium ring. Ensure that there is a 2-3mm 
        space between the pipe and the tool, allowing for the Aluminium ring to create
        a flared end. Failure to allow the room to flare will void the Guarantee.
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Step 4: Close the tools handles all the way together until you hear the
        tools release mechanism click. Open the handles and remove the
        tool. The tool will not release until a proper joint has been made
        so you can be sure that each joint is 100% first time, every time.

        Please care for your tool by applying lubrication to moving parts.



Plan your pipework, if your pipe is to pass through any timber framing
the hole has to be large enough to allow for free movement of the pipe
during thermal expansion.
When installing 16mm pipe, a 20mm diameter hole is the minimum.
When installing 20mm pipe, a 25mm diameter hole is the minumum.

When passing pipework through any sharp edged holes, such as steel
fframing, a protective pipe sleeve must be used to prevent any damage
to the pipework.

When installing any male threaded fitting it is important to use
PVC Plumbers tape wound onto the thread to prevent leaks.
When holding the fittings as pictured (right) wind the tape on 
away from you, this ensures the threadtape won’t unwind when
making the connection.

When using the Male Plastic Adaptor it is important that you
do not do not overtighten the fitting.
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When installing PWS fittings and pipe in exposed areas, that is any area
exposed to direct sunlight or underground, it is important that the fittings
are well insulated from the environment. PVC Electrical insulation tape is
suitable for this purpose, as is any commonly available pipe sleeves.

When installing in concrete you must use a suitable size conduit or pipe
sleeve to allow for free movement of pipes during thermal expansion.


